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Says Brian Shul: "I was fortunate enough to get to spend an entire winter season with the team. I

flew with them, attended their briefings, and generally watched as a team came together during a

very difficult three month trial. I was able to see the behind-the-scenes story of what it takes to make

that show happen, and it was phenomenal. I was faced with new photographic challenges also, as

the intense maneuvering and high G forces of the Thunderbird routine brought new meaning to the

word concentration. One of the quickest ways to a severe headache I know, is to be staring

sideways out the cockpit, looking through a small viewfinder, trying to focus, pulling Gs, and

maneuvering violently in ways you have no control over. But, like the fledgling Thunderbird pilots, I

too became more competent with each flight and was able to produce enough shots that met my

standards, for the book. It was the first book of its kind done on the team, and after reviewing it, the

team was so impressed, they made me an Honorary Thunderbird, an honor bestowed on only few

in the team's 40 year history. I was very proud of that, and felt like I had enjoyed the experience of a

lifetime in the making of that book.
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Absolutely excellent photography and text. A summer ride with the Thunderbirds...by request of the

team members after Shul did his photo book on the US Navy Blue Angels! It's costly, but great, if

you are into great photography of airshows and, military aircraft.

Brian Shul does an excellent job of putting you in the cockpit of the Thunderbirds, both literally with

the many great photos, but also from many of the pilot's own words while taking you through training

season all the way to the elegant air show! Brian also has a book about the Blue Angels and one

about the bird he flew himself, the SR-71 called "Sled Driver". Great writer, photographer and fighter

pilot. This is a great book about the best aerial demo team in North America (runner-up: The Blue

Angels)!

Brian Shul's photography is near flawless and the interviews are very interesting and revealed a

great deal that even a well tuned-in airshow fan might not know about the Thunderbirds (the second

best demo team in the world; the Blues are still number one).
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